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• Originally enacted on July 15, 1939 as Public Law 76-178.3 It has been 

amended several times between 1994 and 2018, primarily to expand the 

types of “supplies” that may be purchased. 

• Very little guidance or legislative history to clarify the congressional 

intent or stated purpose beyond the text of the statute itself.

• Appears to be a lightly-used contracting authority (only one GAO 

protest involving 2373, no scholarly legal commentary with substantive 

analysis, and no DoD or Army specific guidance). 



WHY USE SECTION 2373?
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• NO competition requirement (as long as certain purpose and quantity 

limitations are met). 

• NO cost-share requirements.

• NO requirement to use non-traditional defense contractors.

• NO requirement to demonstrate that a FAR contract is not otherwise 

appropriate.

• Greater flexibility (no required FAR/DFARS clauses). 

• We do R&D projects and the NDAA 2018 “Requires DoD to establish a 

preference in the execution of…prototyping programs…for using transactions 

other than contracts, cooperative agreements, and grants entered into pursuant 

to 10 USC 2371 and 10 USC 2371b and authority for procurement for 

experimental purposes pursuant to 10 USC 2373.”



TEXT OF THE STATUTE
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(a) Authority - The Secretary of Defense and the Secretaries of the 

military departments may each buy ordnance, signal, chemical activity, 

transportation, energy, medical, space-flight, telecommunications, and 

aeronautical supplies, including parts and accessories, and designs 

thereof, that the Secretary of Defense or the Secretary concerned considers 

necessary for experimental or test purposes in the development of the 

best supplies that are needed for the national defense.



TEXT OF THE STATUTE
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(b) Procedures.-Purchases under this section may be made inside or outside 

the United States and by contract or otherwise. Chapter 137 of this title 

applies only when such purchases are made in quantities greater than 

necessary for experimentation, technical evaluation, assessment of 

operational utility, or safety or to provide a residual operational 

capability.



HOW TO USE SECTION 2373
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• GAO has commented that there are three limitations on the authority of 

Section 2373 (Air Tractor, Inc., B-418244, B-418244.2):
• The authority is:

• LIMITED BY DOMAIN (ordnance, signal, chemical activity, 

transportation, energy, medical, space-flight, telecommunications, and 

aeronautical supplies, including parts and accessories, and designs 

thereof);

• LIMITED BY PURPOSE (necessary for experimental or test purposes 

in the development of the best supplies that are needed for the national 

defense); and 

• LIMITED BY QUANTITY (the quantities needed for experimentation, 

technical evaluation, assessment of operational utility, or safety or to 

provide a residual operational capability).



SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
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• What qualifies as “Supplies”?

• “Supplies” is defined at 10 U.S.C. §101 (a)(14):

• The term "supplies" includes material, equipment, and stores of all kinds.

• 10 U.S.C. §101 (f) (4) states that the term “includes” means “includes but is 

not limited to.”  

• Can “Supplies” also include services?

• The statutory language does not explicitly say so.  

• However…the statutory definition is not limited to the tangible items listed.

• We can look to other definitions for some context.

• In the context of Time-and-Materials contracts, “materials” includes incidental 

services (see FAR 16.601(a)).

• It seems reasonable to conclude that the term “Supplies” at least includes 

services incidental to tangible items being purchased (i.e. material, equipment, 

and stores).



SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
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• Is this “Supplies” for purposes of Section 2373?

• An item of laboratory equipment like an ultra-low temperature freezer?

• What about a warranty or service plan?

• What about delivery and installation services?

• cGMP-banked Expi293F cells?

• What about the license to use the cells to make a product that will be used in 

clinical trials?

• What about the technical data package needed for the regulatory filing?

• What about activities to create “Supplies”?

• Activities required to rapidly produce doses of monoclonal antibody (mAb) 

therapeutics against COVID-19?

• The mAb produced will be used in clinical trials to develop a COVID-19 

therapeutic.



ANSWERS TO PREVIOUS SLIDE
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• Is this “Supplies” for purposes of Section 2373?  
• An item of laboratory equipment like an ultra-low temperature freezer? Yes.

• What about a warranty or service plan? Likely yes; especially if this is something customarily sold as 

part and parcel of the sale of the freezer.

• What about delivery and installation services?  Same as above.

• cGMP-banked Expi293F cells?  Yes (this was the subject of USAMRAA’s first 2373 agreement).

• What about the license to use the cells to make a product that will be used in clinical trials?  Yes.  

Even though the license is an intangible item, the government cannot use the cells for their intended 

purpose without the license.

• What about the technical data package needed for the regulatory filing? Yes.  The data is required to 

use the cells for their intended purposes (i.e. FDA regulatory filing).

• What about  R&D and other activities to create “Supplies”?  Depends…  

• Activities required to rapidly produce doses of monoclonal antibodies (mAb) therapeutics (the mAb

produced will be used in clinical trials to develop a COVID-19 therapeutic)?  The “supplies” has to be 

the mAb’s, but much of the work under the agreement may be the “services” to produce the 

“supplies.”  Our legal reviews have focused on whether the R&D or other activities are incidental to 

the purchase of the “supplies.”
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Section 2373

Must purchase “Supplies”

No need to demonstrate that use of a contract, 

grant, or CA is not “feasible or appropriate”

No competition requirement

No cost-sharing requirement

No restriction on duplicative effort 

Section 2371 (Research OT)

Must carry out “basic, applied, and advanced 

research projects”

Must show that the use of a standard contract, 

grant, or CA is not “feasible or appropriate” 

No statutory competition language but DoD policy 

is competition to the maximum extent practicable 

At least  50/50 cost share to the extent practicable

To the maximum extent practicable must not 

provide for duplicative research within DoD



HOW DOES SECTION 2373 DIFFER FROM 2371b?
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Section 2373

Must purchase “Supplies”

No Statutory $ thresholds requiring high-level 

approval

No competition requirement

No cost-sharing or contractor type requirements

(however, authority is contingent on quantity 

restrictions)

Does not provide for follow-on awards 

Section 2371b (Prototype OT)

Must “carry out prototype projects”

Statutory $ thresholds requiring high-level 

approval, even congressional notification

Competition to the “maximum extent practicable”

Exercise of authority contingent on one of four 

conditions being met; cost-sharing or contractor 

type (non-traditional or small business)

May provide for a “follow-on production contract 

or transaction”
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THE END


